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 On Tuesday, March 10, 2020 I 
walked back to my dorm from Advanced 
Lab in a state of shock mirrored in the still, 
silent dusk. In the last moments of class, my 
lab partner Kayla had been the first to no-
tice the email from Drew administration 
that stated the often-predicted yet com-
pletely blindsiding news that Drew would be 
closing its doors for three weeks or more 
due to the arrival of Covid-19 in the United 
States. It foreshadowed the rapidly follow-
ing shutdown of all nonessential operations 
in the country and finishing the semester 
with exclusively online instruction. All stu-
dents that were able were ordered to return 
home until further notice. Walking back to 
my dorm through the still twilight, all I 
could think was that nothing had ever felt so 
apocalyptic. Hearing that there was a threat 
so imminent that my school had to close 
triggered little alarms in my head yelling 
“End of the world! End of the world!” It was 
the first time in my life that anything had so 
completely disrupted my day-to-day expec-
tations for life. The longest they had ever 
been disrupted before was the two weeks it 
took to restore power to my town after Hur-
ricane Sandy. But with a storm, the damage 
is already done and the issue is to fix it. 

With a developing pandemic, the damage had only begun and would be prolonged for months at the very 
least.  

 Classes were cancelled for the rest of the week as students left campus for various destinations or peti-
tioned to stay, and professors scrambled to adapt an in-person curriculum to online in-
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Quarantine Physics: Drew Goes Virtual 

By Katelynn Fleming  ‘21 

The students in Optics find ways to connect and lighten the mood despite 
the unconventional setting, from class-related puns in the group chat to 
space or forest virtual backgrounds on their Zoom video. 
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My Transition to Data Science 

By Jesse Murray ‘20 

Professor Quotations 

 I first got into data science during my research with 
Professor Kouh. We carefully designed an eye-tracking ex-
periment to better understand how people solve anagrams. 
We were fortunate enough to be able to run an Institution-
al Review Board  (IRB)-approved study and recruit partici-
pants through the research participation requirement in 
the Drew Psychology 101 classes. The data we amassed was 
substantial: about 70 million data points total, and many 
lines of code were needed to clean, organize, and analyze 
the data. We found some interesting results, for example, 
the starting and ending two-letter sequences (bigrams) of 
the solution words seemed to be particularly informative 
bigrams of the solution word. That is, reading either of 
those two bigrams seemed to help the participant solve the 
anagram as opposed to reading any of the middle bigrams, 
which didn’t seem to help . This research gave me experi-
ence in making sense of messy, unstructured data. In this 
digital age, the easy accumulation of massive, complicated 
datasets has become ubiquitous and largely unavoidable. 
This phenomenon helps explain why there is a burgeoning 
demand in academia and industry for experts who can 
yield insights or predictions from data.  

 Most of us know about the explosion of data collected by internet media companies. Indeed, every time 
you interact with digital information - every time you scroll, click, or pause - you are making an http request 
that is (very likely) recorded. You may even be the unwitting subject of an A/B test. There has also been a simi-
lar data revolution in a number of academic fields that are utterly awash in data: biology, genetics, medicine, 
and astronomy. Having domain knowledge in any of these areas can thus be very valuable to an academic data 
scientist. Data science is a novel interdisciplinary field. It can best be described as the child of statistics and 
computer science, although it's not merely an overlap of these two traditional fields. Data science has its own 
rapidly developing tools and methodologies: deep learning, statistical learning, data visualization, etc. Lastly, 
data science is fundamentally an applied science. That is, a strong data scientist can lend in- ...Continued on Page 6 

Professor Supplee in Optics:        

 “Radians are a sick unit.” 

  “The slope of a line is the same as the slope of the tangent, which is the tangent.” 

 “φ can be anything, the height of a wave, elephants, etc.” 

 “We want a good measure of the not blurriness, don't quote me on that. That's not a physics word.” 

 “The theory came in waves. Oh - I had to - don’t write that down.” 

 “I won't deduct real points, instead I'll deduct psychic life points.” 

Howard in the H-Bar: “Being not so good is not so bad.”  
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struction. My roommate and I left the majority of our things in our 
room, expecting to be back in three weeks. After all, how much could 
our lives possibly be disrupted? Previous experience stated that a few 
weeks would certainly be enough to iron out the difficulties. Notably, 
previous experience did not include a full-scale global pandemic. 

 It turned out that efforts to contain Covid by self-
quarantining incoming travelers were ineffectual. On March 11, 
2020, the World Health Organization declared Covid-19 to be a pan-
demic, and two days later, a state of emergency was declared within 
the United States. Stores, schools, and offices began to close, people 
began pre-disaster panic preparations, and in no time stores were 
bereft of essentials, especially Lysol, cleaning products, and iconical-
ly, toilet paper.  

 While uncertainty and confusion raged in our personal lives, the next week classes began again, but 
this time over Zoom. Our teachers took various approaches to adapting their curricula to Zoom delivery. 
Instead of a blackboard, lectures were now delivered through a camera with screen-shared slides, the Zoom 
whiteboard, or a notepad under a second camera. Most lecture classes were recorded so that our peers tun-
ing in from across the globe would not have to attend class in the middle of the night if that was how their 
time zone matched up, or if they did not have steady access to the internet. Some, like Terence Lau, chose 
to attend classes despite the time difference, “Attending classes at midnight/dawn turned out to be fun, es-
pecially since I could attend them in the comfort of my pajamas. It was also nice to see everyone in class 
despite the different time zones and the presence of a pandemic.”  Discussion-based classes were easiest to 
adapt, as Zoom’s gallery mode facilitated discussions with many participants and the classroom dynamic 
was already established from two months of in-person classes. While no physics courses I know of had the 
luxury of a purely discussion-based curriculum, our professors did use it at the beginning or end of classes 
to check in with us both about the class and with life. I deeply admire the caring spirit of our department 
and thank the professors for going beyond educating students to cultivate a nurturing community.  

 The only classes that could not really be continued in anything like their normal form were the labs. 
Unfortunately, you just can’t send the Franck-Hertz tube and 100V power supplies to students’ homes and 
lab groups can’t break quarantine to meet in 
person, after all. For the introductory physics 
lab, professors linked videos and PhET simula-
tions to a Google form following the standard 
end-of-semester labs on electromagnetism and 
optics. However, Advanced Lab generally con-
sists of reproducing groundbreaking physics ex-
periments that measure fundamental constants 
like the cathode ray experiment, Millikan’s Oil 
Drop, and the Franck-Hertz experiment. That 
process was totally derailed, so we adapted. In-
stead, we wrote up our first experiments, fin-
ished pre-Covid, and presented them over 
Zoom, then finished out the semester learning 
to use some modern technology. Our first as-
signment focused on Physics Toolbox, a 
smartphone app that utilizes sensors already 

QUARANTINE...Continued from Page 1 

A simple experiment for Advanced Lab using 
Physics Toolbox to measure the magnetic field 
over distance due to a small refrigerator magnet. 

...Continued on Page 5 

Advanced Lab students used the open source motion tracking program 
Tracker to find the terminal velocity of homemade coffee-filter para-
chutes carrying Lego figures or small weights by marking the location 
of the falling object in each frame. (The red path through the video im-
age above is made of dozens of markers.) 
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 In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, engineers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) de-
signed a new emergency ventilator named Ventilator Intervention Technology Accessible Locally or VITAL. 
The device is designed to be used on patients with a less severe case of COVID-19 so that traditional ventila-
tors can be saved for the most severe cases of the virus. VITAL can be built faster, contains fewer parts, and is 
more easily maintained than traditional ventilators potentially making the device incredibly influential in the 
treatment of COVID-19 patients. Many of its parts are already available through existing supply chains, and it 
has a flexible design that make it usable in field hospitals across the country.  The downside of the device is 
that it is only designed to last three or four months compared to the years that traditional ventilators can last. 
This new technology was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on April 30th, so NASA is 
driving the shift of the device to the medical community. They are looking for companies to license the tech-
nology and The Office of Technology Transfer and Corporate Partnerships at Caltech, which manages JPL for 
NASA, is offering a free license to the design during the pandemic. Now that the FDA has approved the use of 
the device on COVID-19 patients, the goal is to get companies to manufacture the device and get it out to hos-
pitals as quickly as possible.  

 The development of VITAL showcases the power that tax dollars paid to space exploration has in the 
treatment of life on Earth. NASA engineers were able to transfer their expertise in spacecraft to the develop-
ment of technology geared toward saving the lives of COVID-19 patients. This is just one example of how in-
vestments in space exploration lead to an improved quality of life. Another example is NASA’s use of its super-
computing abilities to answer COVID-19 related questions. A few ideas NASA is researching are how the virus 
interacts with human cells, genetic risk factors, and screening potential therapeutic drugs. NASA’s astrobiolo-
gy community has also made contributions by developing two test kits to detect COVID-19. This development 
occurred in a matter of weeks since it was a spinoff of ongoing astrobiology research. The test kits are now be-
ing produced by several partners and filing has been made to get emergency use approval from the FDA. 
NASA proves to be very influential in the improvement of life on earth, and it is the skills and knowledge col-
lected over decades of research that lead to advancements in technology such as these.   

 Image credit to (and further information at):  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=7655 

NASA’s VITAL Ventilator Approved by FDA 

By Kayla Rockhill ‘21 

A few of the dozens of scientists on the VITAL project at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory celebrate its completion. 
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present in the phone to measure a variety of physi-
cal quantities like acceleration, frequency, and pres-
sure. We measured the magnetic field vs. distance 
for a refrigerator magnet, and I got a lovely curve 
with a 0.98 correlation coefficient to the fit on my 1/
r^2 functional relationship. For light intensity vs 
distance using my desk lamp I got a 0.999 correla-
tion coefficient. . . for the wrong functional relation-
ship. A mystery for the ages. My favorite mini-
experiment was Buffon’s Needle, a statistical calcu-
lation of the value of pi found by dropping a lot of 
uniform long, skinny objects over a bunch of evenly-
spaced lines and counting how many land across a 
line and how many do not. We also used open 
source video-tracking software to calculate the ter-
minal velocity of a parachute made of a coffee filter 
attached to a small object, in my case an Indiana 
Jones Lego figure. Another aspect I really liked was 
that in the spirit of digital skills, Professor Mu-
rawski introduced us to Overleaf, a Latex editor, so 
we could learn how to code our papers in the sub-
mission format that is expected in many profession-
al journals. My first project was a short paper in La-
tex about my dog, with an equation charting her 
motivation to do anything versus the food offered in 
exchange for the task. So luckily, there were oppor-
tunities to be creative that lightened the mood de-
spite everything going on outside our doors.  It was 
also fun to get our families involved with our pro-
jects. Terence Lau said, “My family members were 
also involved in them (parachute experiment), and 
they would often be curious about the physics.” 
While normally people outside of physics tend not 
to be interested, these quirky and fun projects gave 
us the opportunity to share with our families some 
of what gets us excited about the subject. 

 Outside of class, Professor Kouh kept the 
community going with short physics hangouts on 
Tuesday nights where we solved physics problems 
or played Kahoot together to keep in touch. The end
-of-semester banquet also had to happen online, but on the upside, more alumni were able to attend than usu-
al, bringing more of our community together. 

 This semester was definitely one for the books. It was chaotic, unexpected, and hectic. At times it was 
frustrating, scary, depressing, and emotional, but it also showcased some of the strongest creative thinking, 
problem solving, compassionate caring acts, and strength of character that has been called for in recent 
memory. It certainly highlighted for me the strength of the Drew community to which I belong. I would like to 
thank all of my peers and students who formed part of my network that kept me going through the end of the 
semester and worked together to make the best of what is shaping to be one of the defining historical events of 
our era. May you all be well through this difficult time, and navigate the waters ahead with the same creativi-
ty, positive intentions, and caring with which we got this far.  

QUARANTINE…Continued from Page 3 

Excerpts from my playful Latex Report on my dog Callie, where I 
had to show my ability to include images with captions, equations 
with programmed symbols like Greek letters, complex formatting 
like a piecewise equation, and graphs. Luckily the plausibility and 
accuracy of my mathematical model were not under evaluation. 
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sights into virtually any topic for which data can be collected. If you are like me and have broad multidiscipli-
nary interests, wary of committing too heavily into one field, then data science or statistics may be perfect for 
you. Becoming a great data scientist enables you to do interesting work full time, but also gives you the tools 
to pursue projects in a wide diversity of other topics in your free time. It was these realizations and my posi-
tive experiences in related research projects that led me to a career in data science. I am excited to be attend-
ing the MSc in Statistical Science program at the University of Oxford after graduation. 

 If at this point you are reading this article and are interested in data science, you may be wondering 
how best to get into this field. I would suggest getting a Master’s or PhD either in data science, statistics, com-
puter science, physics, mathematics, or a related field. Here are my tips on how to accomplish this. Math pre-
requisites: Excel in m ultivar iate calculus, linear  algebra, probability, and statistics courses. 
Optional: Take advanced statistics and probability courses. Coding prerequisites: Become fluent in Python 
and its data science libraries (pandas, NumPy, Sklearn, Matplotlib, etc.). Optional: Learn data structures, R, 
and SQL. Projects: Universities and employers alike want to see that, in addition to excelling in courses, you 
can produce original work. The work doesn’t necessarily have to fall under traditional research, as long as 
you’re making or discovering something original and interesting. It is, however, better if the project involves a 
professor, even better if it leads to a poster, and best if it leads to a publication. Don’t make the mistake of as-
suming that you can check off this box with one internship; the best projects usually require sustained work 
across multiple semesters - the kind of dedication that graduate schools and employers want to see. Reputa-
tion: Make an excellent im pression on everyone you m eet, as stunning recom m endations are 
perhaps the most important piece of a successful graduate school application. If you can establish a reputation 
for extreme productivity both inside and outside of your courses, it will be noticed. A big part of this is finding 
ways - through leadership and/or teamwork - to contribute to the community. Graduate schools often want to 
accept students who they think will be active members of their academic community, and so demonstrating a 
history of this is helpful. Data Science: Learn and do data science. I would recommend the textbooks An Intro-
duction to Statistical Learning and Deep Learning, and the online resources Kaggle and StatQuest.   

 The applied math skills and domain knowledge you learn in a physics major provide an excellent back-
ground for a career in data science. Furthermore, while traditional math skills are best learned in academic 
courses, it is fairly easy to pick up coding skills outside of formal coursework. If the only thing holding you 
back is the view that coding is dull and computers aren’t interesting, then I would say that you are deeply mis-
taken. The idea that computer science is only about computers is like the idea that mathematics is only about 
numbers; both views are wrong. Rather, computer science is about mastering a structured algorithmic ma-
chine with perfect memory that can quickly carry out millions of operations  to create data through simula-
tions or analyze data through statistical techniques. The (well-written) algorithmic intelligence of computers 
and the broad insight intelligence of humans can combine to become an unstoppable productive force. Re-
gardless of your chosen career path, the basic skills of a data scientist are already very useful and will likely 
become increasingly useful in the 21st century. 

DATA SCIENCE…Continued from Page 2 

Famous Physicist Quotations 

Food for thought from Irish astrophysicist and discoverer of the pulsar, Dr. Jocelyn Bell Burnell: 

 “Science always doesn’t go forwards. It’s a bit like doing a Rubik’s cube. You sometimes have to make 
more of a mess with a Rubik’s cube before you can get it to go right. Sometimes you discover the picture you 
thought you had, that everybody thought we had, actually turns out to be wrong.” 

 “Scientists should never claim that something is absolutely true. You should never claim perfect, or 
total, or 100% because you can never ever get there.” 

 “If we assume we’ve arrived, we stop searching, we stop developing.” 
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In the Fall of 1957 I was a Sophomore and had just secured a position as a starting halfback on 
Drew's soccer team.  One Saturday I suited up in my soccer uniform in my room in Baldwin Hall and walked 
over to the gym. The gym at that time was an interesting old, rather small building that had a swimming 
pool in the basement, a basketball court on the main floor, and an indoor track that ran around the edge of 
the balcony.  Today I believe that building serves as a theater. (Shakespeare Theatre of NJ—Ed.) 

As I was sitting with my teammates in the locker room I started to feel not well.  I felt hot, and my 
face was flushed.  Coach Harry Simester, a Drew institution himself, noticed my condition and came over to 
talk to me about it.  He advised me to go immediately over to the infirmary (then located at the back of Hoyt
- Bowne Hall, which was the seminary men's dormitory).  Nurse Edith Casterline ran the infirmary seven 
days a week. 

Our new soccer coach, Warren Tappan, strongly agreed with Coach Simester's advice and told me 
not to worry about missing the game.  So, over to the infirmary I went.  Nurse Casterline took one look at 
me and told me to go back to my dorm and "pack my bags" as I was going to spend the next several days in 
quarantine.  She then assigned me to a room in Tipple Hall (I believe that's where I was sent).  Tipple Hall 
was the residence hall for married seminarians, and contained apartments rather than single rooms such as 
were found in the undergraduate dorms. 

Somehow, for the Asian flu emergency (H2N2 influenza pandemic - Ed.) all of the seminarians were 
cleared out of Tipple Hall; and sick male undergraduates were placed in there.  Tipple Hall ran along the 
edge of the parking lot that bordered the soccer field (not yet named Young Field).  I shared an apartment 
with two other guys.  The room that I had looked out on the soccer field so that I was able to watch the game 
in which I was supposed to play.  I don't remember who we played or who won.  Maybe I was sick enough at 
the time that I just didn't care.  But I do remember watching some of the game from my bed. 

Now, I just mentioned that the soccer field was simply called the soccer field back in those days.  Doc 
Young was still teaching at Drew.  He taught Latin and ancient history.  By 1957 no one was taking Latin an-
ymore, but a lot of people, and especially athletes (including me), all of whom Doc was especially fond of, 
took Doc's ancient history course.  Doc, of course was Drew's legendary baseball coach, and was quite popu-
lar with everyone. 

Doc's ancient history course was very good.  I learned a lot and enjoyed Doc's lectures very 
much.  One thing that Doc always said was that before he passed on he wanted to go to Rome and sit under 
Cicero's fig tree.  I hope that he got his wish. Today, living in California, I have a large fig tree in my back 
yard.  And every now and then when I pass it, I think of Doc Young. 

Anyway, I digress.  Getting back to Tipple Hall and the Asian flu:  We had our refectory meals deliv-
ered three times a day.  Nurse Casterline visited us frequently, and our girlfriends were allowed to visit 
us.  So while my roommates and I didn't feel all that good, we were well taken care of. 

It was nice that our girlfriends were able to visit us a lot, and they really cheered us up.  Those were 
the days of the dreaded Dean of Women when the women on campus were locked in their dorms at 10:30 
PM week days, 1 AM on Saturdays, and 12 midnight on Sundays.  In spite of their curfews we guys really ap-
preciated our girlfriend's visits. 

I do not know why, but none of our girlfriends got the flu.  If they had, there were emergency infir-
maries for them somewhere on campus. …Continued on Page 9 

Notes from the Outside: A Pandemic Ago 

By Dr. Bob Berger ‘60 



 

 

While this year did not end in the traditional fashion, we want to begin a tradition to celebrate our Physics De-
partment graduates with our graduates’ accomplishments, a comment on their impact on the community from 
one of their peers, and the next step in their journey. We applaud this year’s graduates for their contributions to 
Drew and wish them the best for the future. 

Rutendo Jakachira 

Awards: Novartis Science Award in Physics, Novartis Sci-
ence Scholarship (2), Robert Fenstermacher Summer Re-
search Fellowship, Sigma Pi Sigma Honors Society 

Positions: President of the Society of Physics Students Au-
gust 2018 - December 2019 

Legacy: “Whoever you are, and whatever your goals may 
be, Rutendo Jakachira should be your role model. She is a 
great leader, thoughtful student, a passionate supporter of 
people everywhere and above all a quality friend.” ~Matt 
Gronert 

Rutendo will pursue a PhD in Physics at Brown University 
in the fall. 

 

 

Shanjida Khan  

Awards: Robert Fenstermacher Summer Research Fellow-
ship, The Weddell Family Fellowship for Summer Re-
search, Neil Van De Putte C'16 Fund for Excellence in 
Physics and Math, The Schering-Plough Undergraduate 
Research Scholarship, Sigma Pi Sigma Honors Society 

Positions: Treasurer of Society of Physics Students (SPS) 

Legacy: “I’m very glad I got to meet Shanu at Drew. She is 
an amazing friend, always willing to help and support any-
one who needs it (not to mention she’s a lot of fun). If 
there’s one thing that I love and admire about Shanu, it is 
how talented and yet how humble she is.” ~Camila López 
Pérez 

Shanjida will attend Oregon Health and Science University 
for a PhD program in Biomedical Engineering in the fall. 
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Senior Send-Off 

Celebrating the Class of 2020 

…Continued on Page 9 



 

 

Well, after about a week, the flu subsided, we all got well, and life returned to normal at Drew.  In 
those days the university practiced isolation (except for our brave girlfriends), and it worked!  

I don't know about New Jersey today, but here in California we were (and still are) not very good 
about isolating (and also mask wearing and social distancing which weren't at all practiced in 1957).  As a re-
sult we now have a roaring pandemic! 

Undoubtedly, the Asian flu of 1957, while a serious epidemic, was neither as deadly nor as persistent 
as the Covid19 virus of today.  We were lucky that it only lasted for about a week.  Today we are not as fortu-
nate as we were in the Fall of 1957. 

A local emergency has been declared in Livermore.  The local college and the public schools have been 
closed and just about everything else.  This is in keeping with Gov. Gavin Newsom’s declared state of emer-
gency.  Both of my karate classes in Dublin and Livermore have been canceled.  The St. Patrick’s Day Parade 
in Dublin (Cal.) has been canceled.  The Livermore Valley Opera has been shut down as has been the Liver-
more Valley Half Marathon and all Little League activities.  There is no toilet paper, Kleenex-like tissues, or 
hand sanitizer anywhere in the Valley. 

My wife has decided that Safeway is going to deliver our groceries so that we won’t have to go to the 
supermarket.  And on and on it goes, and when it stops, nobody knows. But we will endeavor to keep safe.  

 SEND-OFF… Continued from Page 8. 
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Jesse Murray   

Awards: Sigma Pi Sigma Physics Honors Society, Pi Mu Epsilon Mathemat-
ics Honors Society, Phi Beta Kappa Honors Society, Arnold S. Boxer Memo-
rial Prize in Physics, Weddel Family Scholarship, John F. Ollom Prize in 
Physics, Dean’s Transfer Scholarship 

Positions: Math Club President, Center for Academic Excellence Tutor, Re-
search and Teaching Assistant for New Jersey Governor’s School in the Sci-
ences 

Legacy: “Jesse is a great friend who’s always been there for me, and he’s my 
go-to guy if I ever need a dead cat.” ~Kayla Rockhill 

Jesse will begin a MSc in Statistical Science at the University of Oxford this 
fall. 

Ryan Underwood 

Awards: Baldwin Honors Scholarship 

Legacy: “Ryan is one of the best people to have on your team. He is very 
smart, dedicated, and he motivates everyone around him. He will always 
make sure to help in any way that he can. I am very glad I got to swim, study, 
and live with him at Drew and I wish him the best for his career.”   ~Matheus 
Macena de Carvalho 

Positions: Drew University Swimming and Diving Team 

Ryan Underwood will be moving on to work as Business Intelligence/Data 
Analyst for Enterprise Horizons, a contractor for the US Navy. 

PANDEMIC AGO…Continued from Page 7 



 

 

 A modern spacecraft is a thing of beauty, not only for its elegant design and purpose but more so be-
cause no one person could ever understand the vessel in its entirety. The construction of a spacecraft requires 
the cooperation of scientists and engineers across a broad spectrum of fields. The explosive power of the fuel, 
designed by a team of chemists, is harnessed by the sophisticated workings of rocket motors. The motors in 
turn are put to work launching into the vastness of space a cohort of fragile human astronauts, their lives pre-
served by a delicate balance of biology and physics. I watched my first rocket launch when I was eleven years 
old, staring transfixed as our old CRT television translated esoteric bursts of electromagnetic impulses into a 
news channel broadcast of the final mission of the space shuttle Atlantis. My eleven year old self was of course 
eleven years old, and as a result did not understand how the combustion of hydrogen and oxygen produced 
the thrust necessary to propel seventy tons of science into the sky. Were this a college application essay, I 
would indulge in embellishment and describe in detail how observing this event transformed me instantly and 
forever into a disciple of the physical sciences. However this is not a college application essay, and my eleven 
year-old brain could barely operate a toaster, let alone appreciate the inner workings of a space shuttle. In re-
ality there was no life-changing realization, but instead a small switch in my brain quietly clicked to "on." I 
could not explain how or why, but I understood in that moment that the shuttle had been conceived of and 
constructed by human minds. A labor of love and logic, decades of devotion come to fruition and flying sky-
ward. As a human myself, this meant by extension that I too was, in some shape or form, capable of executing 
the same manipulation of natural law which bore the shuttle aloft on a column of flame. Today, nine years lat-
er, I study physics to learn the how behind the what. I have learned to operate toasters and then some, and 
with every circuit I bring to life and each servo motor I program I remember that little switch still blinking in 
the back of my head. 
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Why I Study Physics 

By Gabriel Mohideen, ‘22 

The last launch of the space shuttle Atlantis, July 8, 2011. Photo Credit: NASA, Bill Ingalls 



 

 

 One of the central goals of the Society of Physics Students (SPS) is to engage the community with out-
reach programs, to encourage the study of physics and natural sciences in young people, and to promote the 
virtue of the scientific process. In March, our chapter, in collaboration with the biology and chemistry depart-
ments, was supposed to entertain and educate several dozen middle school students. I was thrilled that about 
fifteen physics students volunteered to help prepare and present our demo show. As you may have guessed 
this did not happen, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. And, at the time of this writing it appears that we are 
months away from large gatherings of strangers. So what does physics outreach look like for the rest of 2020?  

 There are a lot of incredible online resources for every possible age group and interest. Of course we 
can and should point people in that direction. But I think that we have something more valuable to offer - the 
spirit of a scientist! We can encourage those around us to be curious, passionate, thoughtful, kind. I recently 
read a Dr. Suess story to my mother’s second grade class (The Sneetches, my favorite) and afterward her stu-
dents got to ask me questions. Why are things bendy? How come I can see through glass but not other things? 
What is ink made of? These are really wonderful questions that should be taken seriously.  Anyone I deeply 
respect still asks these types of questions.  

 Let’s share this attitude with the people in our lives, our friends, family, significant others, and espe-
cially the young people who are so naturally curious. 

 Other questions for consideration: 

 Who makes all of the STOP signs? 

 What are shampoo and conditioner actually made of? 

 Why is strawberry the only popular fruit-flavored ice cream? 
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A Note from Inside (My House) 

By Matt Gronert, ‘21 

Student volunteers replicate Otto von Guericke’s experiment attempting to pull apart two vacuum sealed metal shells. Traditional 
physics outreach programs like this Demo Show at Brown University during PhysCon 2019 are currently on hold due to Covid-19. 
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Visit the physics department website at:  
https://www.drew.edu/physics-department/ 

Send The Physics Department Your Business Card! 

We’re very proud of our alums and want to share your paths with current students.  Let us know 
what you are up to and where you are working.  Send us your business card for our display.  Please 
send your card or cards to: 

Dr. Minjoon Kouh 

Department of Physics 

Drew University 

36 Madison Avenue 

Madison, NJ 07940. 


